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“In a friendly, inquiring discussion with the prestigious Mexican cellist Carlos Prieto during his
visit to Cuba, we exchanged ideas of writing a cello and piano piece for him which would be
symbolic of music common to Cubans and Mexicans. Ultimately we chose the bolero. Little by little
notes, strands, came together to form a melody, a quasi-song which reflects the sensuality and
lyricism present in boleros with a rhythmic bass and sonorous motifs of the cinquilla cubano and
characteristic of the national dances and boleros of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. At the
beginning of the piece, a rising introduction, combining harmony with warm suggestive figures,
complements the three sections, alternating components of the antigue bolero with present-day
gestures.
Later came various instrumental versions, and among these, this version for the Verdehr Trio
which gives a particularly sensual and surging quality to the work.”
─Guido López Gavilán
The world premiere of Como un antiguo bolero was on May 24, 2014 in the Basilica Menor del
Convento de SanFrancisco de Asis in Havana, Cuba.
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